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shall be straight, elongated and raised, and shall measure
more than a golaka (8). The eyes shall be large, measur-
ing less than three jaias by the third part.of a jaia, and
their breadth shall be half of the aforesaid measure (9).
The ears shall be made beautiful in shape, and shall extend
to a line passing through the tips of the lips. The shoulders
shall be made sloping, and to measure vkala less than the
dimensions of the ears (10). The neck shall be made to mea-
sure a kala and a half, with a breadth not affecting the beauty
of the same. The thighs, knes-fwnts, and the pedestal shall
measure a natra less, and the waist, buttocks and the tipper
part of the feet shall be made proportionately (it). The
fkigers shail measure less than the seventh part of the above,
and shall be made straight and tapering, so as not to look
knotty or crooked (12). The thighs, waist and the knee-joints
shall be greater than the above in breadth by a natra, and the
sides and thejmtddie part, together with the two compact and
elevated .breasts, closely pressing each other, shall be of the
same measure in roundness (13). The two breasts shall mea-
sure a tala, a&4 the waist a kala and a half. The ornaments
and appendages will consist of a lotus flowar in the right hand,
and a Bal fruit in the left The two maidens, represented
ift the attitude of wafting chowries, shall be placed, one on
each side of 4the image, and the image of the long nosed
Gratada shall aUo have^a place therein. Now I shall" speak
abbtit the Salagram stones decfce^fi&^fojbw and of other

CHAPTER XLVI.
1 he god said:—Now I shall describe the process of
worshipping 'the   image   of a   Shalagrama   etc.,  which

